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Curriculum Website (Moodle)
http://mindbugs.mrooms.net    

Login with the username and password provided in the Welcome email.  After logging in, you’ll see 
a landing page with a list of course categories. Your course is under the category, “STEM Camps & 
Summer Programs”.

Category:  STEM Camps & Summer Programs

Course: Driving STEM 5-Day Camp 2.2

Quick Resource Guide

Print Pack
Included in the camp kit is a facilitator’s guide and one logbook (print per team). Additional resources 
are available at the curriculum website (login information above).

Choose the Category,  
“STEM Camps & Summer Programs”, 
then choose the Course.

First Use Training
Use: For educators or coaches running new camps.  
This webinar trainng guides you through the 
resources and help you make decisions about how 
to organize your schedule and space.  

Email support@ten80education.com to schedule 
your webinar.
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Your Student Racing Challenge

Overview
Driving STEM Challenges introduce students to problem solving 
strategies based on math modeling through the excitement of 
racing.  Students own a motorsports team that strives to engineer 
performance on track, in research & development (R&D) and in 
the team’s “board room.” 

Their team’s technology is an electric, radio-controlled (RC) car 
that generates reliable data.

Driving through Data
Students practice Good Investigation Practices (GIP) to determine 
the best driver on their team using data.  Data-driven decisions 
are at the core of innovative development through the data-
driven design (DDD) cycle.

Problem Solving Challenges
The scientific method offers a clean process to follow when 
investigating and answering “questions about the world”.  
Students are told to ask a question, make a hypothesis, plan 
and carry out an experiment, observe and record data, draw 
conclusions, and share results with others.  This common 
statement of the scientific method actually omits the word 
“analyze” even though analysis is often the most important part 
of inquiry, discovery and innovation.  

Problem Solving Challenges help students cultivate the ability 
to create real, evidence-based understandings, and to use that 
understanding to draw conclusions and shape future action. 
This skill of math modeling is critical to real scientific inquiry and 
engineering.   

Data-Driven Design Project
Students are often familiar with the scientific process, but not 
the data-driven design cycle.  This cycle is the core of most 
innovative development, whether the product is a new business, 
great song, product, or computer program.  They apply the DDD 
cycle to construct an effective weight carrier for their car.

Craft a Team 
Identity

Become certified 
drivers and choose 
the best team driver 

through data.

Become a certified 
Problem Solver!

Final Competition!   
Who engineered the best solutions?

Collaborate as a Team!

Engage in 
Data-Driven 

Design.
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Collaborate. Create. Compete!
This camp offers many opportunities to motivate and celebrate students through challenges and 
incentives.  In the points system suggested here, teams earn Activity Points all week for the work 
they do in preparing for Finals.  Teams also earn points based on their placement in each Finals 
event.  Whether Activity and Finals points are combined into a single points race or Activity Points are 
rewarded separate from Finals Points is up to you.  

Activity Points
Teams earn points all week for credibly attempting each activity (20 points), for the quality of their 
work (0 to 50 points) and in select activities, for placing 1st, 2nd or 3rd place (50 to 100 points).

Type Activity Attempted Completed 
Logbook

3rd 
Place

2nd 
Place

1st 
Place

Max 
Points

Problem 
Solving 
Certification

How Fast is Fast? 20 0 to 50 --- --- --- 70

Power Drag 20 0 to 50 50 75 100 170

Drivers 
Certification

Tortoise vs. Hare 20 0 to 50 --- --- --- 70

Hit Your Marks, Drag 20 0 to 50 50 75 100 170

Hit Your Marks, U-Turn 20 0 to 50 50 75 100 170

Oval, Standing & Flying 20 0 to 50 50 75 100 170

Slalom 20 0 to 50 50 75 100 170

Data-Driven 
Design Payload Carrier 20 0 to 50 --- --- --- 70

Finals Event Points
Teams also earn points based on their placement in each Finals event.

Activity Description
Points awarded based on place.

6th 
Place

5th 
Place

4th 
Place

3rd 
Place

2nd 
Place

1st 
Place

Drag Races Race along a straight or U-Turn track; time 
trials OR use a bracket system

30 40 50 60 80 100

U-Turn 30 40 50 60 80 100

Oval Race Race in 20 head-to-head laps around an oval 30 40 50 60 80 100

Power Drag Get the highest score; best of 3 tries 30 40 50 60 80 100

DDD Project Carry the most weight in the payload carrier 30 40 50 60 80 100

Team  
Presentation

Give a 3-minute presentation on your team’s 
brand and DDD projects. Assign points for quality based on rubric. 

Team 
Identity

Display team logos for judges; points awarded 
based on a rubric. Assign points for quality based on rubric.
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Evaluation Rubrics

3-Minute Team Presentation (Finals)
The presentation should include information about a team’s activities during the week, including their projects and team brand.

Maximum points = 20 x 5 = 100 Finals Points.

Criteria 0 points 10 points 20 points

1
Brand & 
Project

Audience had little feel for the 
team’s activities (projects & brand 
concept).

Projects and brand concept were 
discussed, but not completely or 
clearly.

Projects and brand were described 
concisely and completely.

2

Audience 
Engage-

ment 

• Incoherent; audience lost 
interest. 

• Reads all or most of report with 
no eye contact.

• Presented related facts but went 
seemingly off topic at times.

• Mostly maintains eye contact but 
frequently returns to notes.

• Involved the audience in the 
presentation; held the audience’s 
attention throughout.

• Maintains eye contact; seldom 
returning to notes

3

Creativity

Bland, predictable, and lacked 
“zip.   Repetitive with little or no 
variety; little creative energy used

Little variation; a few original touches 
but mainly presented with little 
originality or interpretation

Uses the unexpected to full advantage; 
very original, clever, and creative 
approach that captures audience’s 
attention

4

Use of 
Commu-
nication 

Aids

• Uses superfluous graphics, no 
graphics, or graphics that are 
so poorly prepared that they 
detract from the presentation

• Font is too small to be easily 
seen

• Graphics aid thesis but media should 
be more varied and connected to  
presentation  content

• Fonts too small or too much content 
on slides

• Graphics reinforce content and 
maximize audience understanding; 
use of media is varied and 
purposeful

• Visuals were colorful and large 
enough

5

Duration

Over 2 minutes above or below 
the allotted time

Within 1 minutes of allotted time Within 0.5 minutes of allotted time

Team Identity (Finals)
Maximum points = 50 + 25 + 25 = 100

Team Identity is judged on the following criteria. 

1. CONCEPT (0-50 points): Technical or artistic skills are not considered, but creativity and ‘cleverness’ are.

• Visibility and Clarity of Design: Great logo designs can be seen and recognized from a distance. 

• Memorable: People should remember a logo long after they’ve seen it. It should be unique and memorable.

• Unique (& Legal): The logo and/or taglines do not infringe on existing copyrights or trademarks (as far as you know). 

• Connects with the Qualities of the “Company”: It doesn’t matter how well a logo is designed if it doesn’t connect with qualities of the 
team. You want people to associate your logo with your school and team. 

2. TECHNICAL (0-25 points): How well is the concept implemented by hand or design software?

• Legible Typography: It doesn’t matter how fancy or cool your logo text looks if it cannot be easily read. 

• Clean Looking: Is the use of shadows, blurs or other effects consistent through the design? 

•  Leading the Viewer’s Eye: Does the logo “lead” your view in a pleasing way? It shouldn’t “toss” your eye off the page. 

3. MERCHANDISING/BRANDING VALUE (0-25 points): Does the identity work well on T-shirts, signs, as a car decal? 

• Versatility: The best logos can be seen when they are small on a business card or very large on a billboard. A logo that is too vertical 
or horizontal will become difficult to read when enlarged or reduced in size. 

• Color Simplicity: Three-fourths of the top corporate companies use one or two colors in their logo. Having too many colors can 
make you logo difficult to see or convey emotion. Effective logos use one to three colors. 

• General Simplicity: Even more important than color simplicity is logo simplicity. People appreciate clean, simple, and basic logos. 
Think Nike and Apple. 
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Customize then print a copy for each team to insert into their logbook.

5-Day Camp Agenda

Block of 
Time Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Early AM 

Defined by the 
host (local rules, 
welcome, etc.) 

Unpack your 
Toolbox and setup 
work stations.  
Introduce the RC car 
with a relay race.

Setup a battery 
charging station and 
fully charge any cars 
used for relay.

Driver Challenge: 
Review yesterday’s 
data to choose 
the fastest driver.  
Teams compete to 
drive the fastest 
along the 15 ft. drag 
strip.

Problem Solving 
Challenge #3: 
Power Drag 
Competition
One final chance 
to get your highest 
score using fresh 
batteries.

Data-Driven 
Design (DDD)
Payload Carrier 
(continued):   
Perfect your design, 
choose your optimal 
weight, then test.

Reveal the Final 
Payload Challenge 
Course.  Teams use  
documentation to 
redesign the carrier 
for today's course 
and complete the 
rest of their work.

Break -- -- -- -- --

Late AM

Enterprise: 

Develop a Team 
Identity. Apply the 
Team Identity to a 
stock car. 

Problem Solving 
Challenge #2:   
Are We There Yet?   
Determine the 
speed of your car 
in various driving 
scenarios.

Data-Driven Design 
(DDD): Payload 
Carrier 
Engage in the DDD 
Cycle to devise 
a new scheme 
for transporting 
payload efficiently. 

Problem Solving 
Challenge #4: 
U-Turn Power Drag 
 
What happens when 
you add turns?  
Weight placement 
matters more.

Continue preparing 
or begin testing 
(depends on site 
and participant 
needs).

Lunch -- -- -- --

Early PM

Driver Challenge: 
#1 Drag Strip 

Practice driving the 
drag strip and see 
how your battery 
drains over time.

Enterprise:

Apply the Team 
Identity to a flag, 
banner or poster.

Data-Driven 
Design (DDD) 
Payload Carrier 
(continued):  
Design, Test, and 
Re-Design the 
payload carrier.  
Don't forget to 
reflect your Team 
Identity.

Data-Driven Design 
(DDD) Payload 
Carrier, U-Turn 
Style:  
Modify your payload 
carrying scheme for 
the U-Turn track. 
Gather data and 
make a plan for a 
track that includes 
left or right turns. 

DDD, Driver, 
Problem Solving 
& Enterprise 
Challenges:

• Power Drag

• Payload Carrying 
Challenge

• Oval Race

• Team Identity

• Team PresentationLate PM

Problem Solving 
Challenge #1: How 
Fast is Fast? 
Teamwork, Good 
Investigation 
Practices (GIP) 
and Data-Driven 
Decisions

Problem Solving 
Challenge #3: 
Power Drag
You know the 
car's speed. Now 
determine how fast 
you can use that car 
to get things done!

Driver Challenges: 
#2 U-Turn

#3 Oval

DDD, Driver, 
Problem Solving & 
Enterprise: 
Finish payload 
carrier design, 
practice driving, 
finalize a Team 
Identity display with 
flag, poster and/
or car and prepare 
a 3-minute Team 
Presentation. 

Closing
Return batteries to 
charging station and 
charge overnight.

Discuss: What other 
scenarios follow this 
Goldilocks pattern?

Discuss: How would 
your design change 
if the goal were to 
carry weight on a 
curvy, mountainous 
road?  

Discuss:  
Tomorrow's final 
challenge

Awards
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Pre-Camp Decisions

Team Sizes
A typical team is 3 to 5 students.  How big will your teams be?

Team Roles
Students are more than team members; they are team owners. As team owners, students will be 
responsible for dividing up tasks such as measuring time vs. driving.  Later in the week, students may 
learn who is the best driver, presenter or designer, but early in the camp they probably do not know yet.  
How will team members rotate between assigned roles and activities? 

Schedule
Curriculum is provided based on this general schedule:
• 5 days total = 4 days of activities that lead into a 5th day of finals events
• Hours = approximately 4 - 5 hours per day

Each location has a unique schedule and set of circumstances.  Customize the suggested schedule to 
work for your own space, students and timeline.  

Print your final schedule for students to tape into their logbooks.

Rewards & Incentives
After reviewing the points system and rubrics, consider how you will incentivize and reward students for 
different challenges to nurture engagement and add fun.

Logbooks
Printout and bind logbooks for each team of 3 - 5 members. (Bind using staples, report spines, 3-hole 
punch folders, etc) Each logbook provides basic background information, procedures, data tables and 
graph sheets for each activity.   Students should add drawings, diagrams, notes and printouts into the 
team logbook with tape, folder tabs, etc. 
• How will you incentivize students to put the appropriate amount of time and attention into their 

logbook documentation?  Though it requires a brief investment of time each day, the suggested 
points system includes a logbook review and score for each activity.  Will you include this incentive? 
Are there other ways to celebrate good documentation?

• One recommended way to incentivize individual attention to documentation is to provide each 
student with an individual logbook, or journal, such as a simple lined notebook.  

• IMPORTANT! Data collection and documentation should be embedded in each activity as it 
happens, not isolated to happen at a later time. Integration keeps the fun of the acvitity attached to 
the documentation process.

Technology Integration
If students have access to technology like ipads, Chromebooks or laptops, consider how to integrate 
that technology into the full experience while still reinforcing written logbooks.  For example, collect and 
analyze data using simple spreadsheets (upper elementary) then print out the data and tables to tape 
into logbooks.  Use video to record the finish line during a drag race.  Design team logos on paper then 
complete them using computer programs / apps.
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IMPORTANT NOTE on frequencies of the small RC car!

The small RC cars are controlled using only one of two frequencies: 27 or 49 Mhz.   
What does this mean for the classroom? When using the 27 Mhz controller, all cars assigned 
that frequency that are turned ON will move.  

How to manage the classroom with many cars?  Do these two things:
• Enforce the rule that ALL cars are turned OFF unless on track for testing.
• Collect all small car controllers from the kits.  Place one 27 Mhz controller at one small 

car track and one 49 Mhz controller at the other.

Pit Area
Team 1

Pit Area
Team 3

Pit Area
Team 5

Pit Area
Team 2

Pit Area
Team 4

Pit Area
Team 6

Sm
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 ft

.
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M
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.

Battery Charging 
Station

Data-Driven Design Challenge:  Payload Carrier
• Choose additional materials for the design challenge. Students will create a weight carrier 

that meets certain criteria (requirements) and constraints (limitations). The camp kit provides 
materials that can be used over and over for this design challenge.  If you provide additional 
materials such as recycled paper tubes, construction paper, pipe cleaners, etc., students will have 
more room for creativity in their solutions.  

• Select and collect payload weights that will be easily carried in a student-made trailer or car-top 
carrier such as washers, nuts and bolts.

Classroom Organization
• Pit Areas: Each team needs a pit area where they’ll store materials and do most of their work.
• Small Car Tracks: Plan for two small car tracks.  Each track is 15 feet long and 5 feet wide.  

Because small cars run on only two frequencies (49 Mhz and 27 Mhz), only two tracks are 
needed.

• Battery Charging Station:  Set it up in a location easy to access for daily use.
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Track Layout & Management

Teams must share tracks all week.  Here are some ideas on how to help organize track sharing.  

Who’s Turn is It?  Here are two options:
• Track Practice Sign-Up Sheet:  Use the sheet provided in the reference section or your own version.
• Mascot Method:  Each team chooses some object / icon as a mascot.  To get in line for the track, 

they place it near the start-line.  When on track, they remove it.  

How Much Time on Track?   Here are two options:
• Start a Track Business by giving teams a budget to spend on ‘track time’.  
• Simply set each turn to 4 minutes.

Track Rules:  Post your track rules and be consistent in enforcing them.  Here are a few examples:
• If there is a line, your team has only 4 minutes of track time.  Time starts when the team before you 

is done so if you aren’t there, you lose valuable time. 
• If your car is not turned off after you leave the track, your team is penalized X points.

Standardize Racing Procedures
To compare data between teams, or gather data collectively, teams should run the experiments using 
a standard set of practices.  For example:
• consistently place the car so the front bumper (or rear bumper) is touching the start line.
• Will timers begin measuring on 3-2-Go or 3-2-1-Go?
• What units are you using for weight, distance and time?

Questions like these must be resolved and standardized between teams.  

Will you dictate those rules to teams in advance?  Or will you allow teams to do what they choose 
in the first activity (How Fast is Fast?), discuss team choices afterwards then standardize for future 
activities?
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Pre-Camp Decisions 

 Ƚ Review the previous Pre-Camp Decisions section of this guide.  Make decisions for each topic.  
Make sure all camp facilitators are in agreement.

 Ƚ Print customized agenda for each team to add to their logbook.

 Ƚ Print or prepare rules for each team to add to their logbook.

Kit & Curriculum Resources 

 Ƚ Inventory Materials: Compare the inventory list to your actual kit contents.  Download a full 
inventory list from the curriculum website. 

 Ƚ Review the Team Logbook.  It is organized by activity type (ex. Enterprise or Problem Solving 
Certification).  It is not organized to follow the suggested schedule because many camps customize 
the agenda.  

 Ƚ (Optional) Gather additional materials for the Design Challenge.

 Ƚ Test videos and presentations.

Layout the Space and Tracks
It is important to organize the camp area to take advantage of the available space and provide a safe 
and fun environment.  Based on your decisions regarding room layout (see Pre-Camp Decisions), do 
the following:

 Ƚ Assign and table a pit area for each team.
 Ƚ Layout two small car tracks.
 Ƚ Post the track sign up sheet (Reference section of the Facilitator’s Guide).
 Ƚ Remove all small car controllers from the kit.  Assign a 27Mhz controller to one track and a 49Mhz 
controller to the other track.  Label them so teams know which track to use.  

 Ƚ Each team station includes a stopwatch.  Consider removing stopwatches from the kits and assign 
them to tracks instead of leaving them with the teams (locate three stopwatches at track 1, and 
three at track 2).

Day Before Materials Prep

 Ƚ Charge batteries each car and controller.  

Pre-Camp To Do List
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Introduction & RC Relay

Use this opening day to set the stage for positive interaction and a healthy sense of competition and 
collaboration.  A relay race will ensure that everyone can get a chance to drive and feel the excitement, 
even if they don’t choose to become certified drivers.

1. Review basic operation of the car including how to drive forward, backward, and steer.

2. Run an RC relay race.  Relay races allow every student to drive in a quick and safe way. Find a video 
of a relay and click-through training lesson at the curriculum website.

3. Break into teams that students will stay in throughout the camp.  Based on relay performance, try to 
put a decent driver in each team.  Give each team a logbook.

4. Introduce the Student Racing Challenge.

5. Go over the rules & guidelines for your room. (You and the students will make these up yourself.)

Opening Day Notes

Definitions
data: factual information such as measurements used as a 
basis for reasoning, discussion, or calculation. 

trial within an experiment: A fixed number of repetitions 
of the same experiment can be thought of as a composed 
experiment, in which case the individual repetitions are 
called trials.

set:  a collection of identical trials

variable:  In science, a variable is anything that can be 
controlled or changed. 

Multimeter Instructions
The elementary instructions do not explain why to choose V

 or why the correct choice for measuring the Driving 
STEM car batteries is 20 while the correct choice for a single 
AA is 2000 m.  If the opportunity arises, explain as follows.  
• The symbol: It stands for direct current which is the type batteries 

produce.

• The value: The correct choice is always the value that is the closest 
to and higher than the average voltage.

AA battery has voltage = 1.5 V so you choose 2000 m 
which is 2000 mV = 2 V

Driving STEM car has five AA batteries in series so the 
voltage of each is added together.  

1.5 V × 5 = 7.5 V so you choose 20 on the dial

Multimeter Readings
If you see a voltage measurement higher than you expect, 
it doesn’t means you’ve made a mistake.  9V on a ‘nine volt’ 
battery is an average.  A fully charged battery is probably 
higher than that and as it drains, it slowly drifts below 9V. 

Unpack & Prepare Toolboxes

1. Give each team a materials kit, or toolbox.  

2. Use the inventory sheet in the Team Logbook to 
unpack the team toolboxes.  

3. Practice using any unfamiliar tools.  

For example, guide students through using the 
multimeter to measure battery voltage.  A how-
to video is in the Maintenance & Troubleshooting 
section of your curriculum website. 

Enterprise: Team Identity

1. Follow the Team Logbook instructions.  
(Optional) Prepare with the training lesson. 
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Problem Solving Challenge:  
How Fast is Fast?

Use this activity to introduce:

• The procedure for running race 
investigations.  It is outlined in the 
flowchart to the right and through 
Track Management rules agreed 
upon during pre-camp planning.  

• Good Investigation Practices 
(GIP).  GIP concepts are introduced 
over this activity. In this Challenge, 
students learn 

 » how to complete a data table. 
 » the definition of a trial; a term 

they’ll see on the data tables.
 » the need to repeat trials and use 

the average of measurements 
from those multiple trials.

 » the value of having more than 
one student measure time in 
each trial.  The lower flowchart 
reflects this change with plural 
timers and an additional step to 
calculate average times. 

 » the concept of controlling 
variables (changing only one 
thing at a time) by checking the 
battery voltage for every new 
driver.

 » the idea of confidence in a 
trial.  A clean run has a high 
confidence of 10 and a poor run 
(ex. ran into the wall) has a low 
confidence.  A low confidence 
rating of 0 - 6 means it was not 
good enough to be used when 
analyzing the data.

Procedure for Problem Solving Challenge: 
How Fast is Fast? 

Opening Day Notes (cont’d)
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 Track Sign Up

Track Number Date

Team Name Time In Time Out Initial When Done
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 Stock Car Templates
Get creative in how to use these templates provided by Hendrick Motorsports.   
Ex. Label team pits.  Use on a physical leader board. Use to get in line at track.


